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Abst rac t - -Cons ider  the convergence of the projection methods based on a new iterative algorithm 
for the approximation-solvability of he following class of nonlinear variational inequality (NVI) prob- 
lems: find an element x* E K such that 
(T(x*),x - x*) > O, for all x E K, 
where T : K ---, H is a mapping from a nonempty closed convex subset K of a real Hilbert space H 
into H. The new iterative procedure is characterized as a nonlinear variational inequality (for any 
arbitrarily chosen initial point x ° E K, and for constants p > 0 and/3 > 0) 
forall  K, andfork O, 
where 
(~T(xk) + yk _Xk ,X_yk)  > O, for all x E K. 
This nonlinear variational inequality type algorithm has an equivalent projection formula 
xk+l = pl< [yk--pT(yk)] , 
where 
yk = PK [xk -- ~T (xk ) ] , 
for the projection PK onto g. (~ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - - I te ra t ive  algorithms, Nonlinear variational inequalities, Solvability. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Iterative algorithms have played a central role in the approximation-solvability, especially of non- 
linear variational inequalities, as well as of nonlinear equations in several fields such as applied 
mathematics, mathematical programming, mathematical finance, control theory and optimiza- 
tion, engineering sciences, and others. From the computational perspective, iterative algorithms 
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are a proven grand success. In today's world, most of the convergence methods uch as projec- 
tion and projection type methods, projection-contraction methods, and extragradient methods, 
which have applications to a class of complementarity problems, convex quadratic programming, 
are the direct consequences of the new developments of the suitable iterative algorithms. From 
the theory perspective, the development and the flow of new algorithms are so enormous and 
rapid that the application-oriented methods can hardly absorb. Projection methods did play a 
significant role to the approximation-solvability of general inequalities leading to the numerical 
computations. 
Let H be a real Hilbert space with the inner product (., .} and norm [[-H. Let T : K -~ H be 
any mapping and K a closed convex subset of H. We consider a class of nonlinear variational 
inequality (abbreviated as NVI) problems: find an element x* E K such that 
(T (x* ) ,x -x*}>O,  for all x E K. (1.1) 
There are several methods available to the approximation-solvability of the NVI problem (1.1), 
starting from the projection methods to the projection type methods uch as the extragradient 
method and its several extensions, but the projection method is the simplest in the sense that 
it starts with any arbitrarily chosen element x C K and updates x iteratively based on the 
projection formula 
y = PK[x - pT(x)], 
where PK is the projection of H onto K and p is a positive stepsize. While the projection method 
converges under restrictive assumptions on T such as strong monotonicity, the extragradient 
method [1] overcomes such problems by updating x by a double projection formula 
y = P :[x - pT(P :[x - pT(x)])].  
Since the extragradient method uses only double function evaluation and the projection on K, 
it readily exploits any sparsity or structure problem in T or in K, and is easy to implement 
with a little storage. Finally, from the convergence perspective, it requires, in contrast o other 
existing methods requiring impositions on the problem such as T or T -1 strongly monotone, or T 
continuously differentiable, only a solution to exist. As most of the projection methods are based 
on iterative algorithms generated by projection formulas in terms of equations, recently Marcotte 
and Wu [2] applied the projection type method based on an iterative algorithm characterized 
as a variational inequality, instead. From this perspective, however, the study has been limited, 
and from the computational point of view remains elusive. Recently the author [3] extended the 
variational inequality iteration to the case of a quasivariational inequality iteration. We intend, in 
this paper, first to introduce a new class of variational inequality type iterative algorithms; second, 
to establish the approximation-solvability of the NVI problem (1.1) in a Hilbert space setting; 
and finally as the applications, to discuss the convergence of symmetric projection methods as 
well as of asymmetric projection methods in R n. For more details on variational inequalities, we 
refer to [1-22]. 
Now, we need to recall the following auxiliary results, most commonly used in the context 
of the approximation-solvability of the nonlinear variational inequality problems based on the 
iterative procedures. 
LEMMA 1.1. An element u E K is a solution of the NVI  problem (1.1) if  and only i f  
= PK[  - pT(u)] ,  for p > 0, 
where T : K --* H is a mapping from a closed convex subset K of a real Hilbert space H into H,  
and P~: is the projection of H onto K .  
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LEMMA 1.2. An element u E K is a solution of  the NVI  problem (1.1) i f  
(T(u),  x - u) >_ O, for all x e g .  
A mapping T : H --* H is said to be a-cocoercive [20] if for all x, y E H,  we have 
[i x _ y]]2 > a2]lT(x) _ T(y)][2 + Ha(T(x ) _ T(y) )  - (x - y)[[2 
where a > 0 is a constant. 
A mapping T : H --+ H is called a-cocoercive [2] if there exists a constant a > 0 such that 
(T (x)  - T (y ) ,x  - y) >_ a[[T(x) - T(y)][ 2, for all x ,y  E g .  
T is called r-strongly monotone if for each x, y E H,  we have 
(T(x)  - T (y) ,  x - y} >_ r[[x - y[[2, for a constant r > 0. 
This implies that  
l IT(x) - T(Y)II >- r l l x -  yll; 
that  is, T is r-expanding, and when r = 1, it is expanding. The mapping T is called/3-Lipschitz 
continuous (or/3-Lipschitzian) if there exists a constant/3 > 0 such that 
HT(x) - T(y)[[ <_ /3Hx-  y[[, for all x, y E H. 
We note that  if T is a-cocoercive and expanding, then T is a-strongly monotone. On the top 
that,  if T is a-strongly monotone and/3-Lipschitz continuous, then T is (a//32)-cocoercive for 
/3 > 0. Clearly, every a-cocoercive mapping T is (1/a)-Lipschitz continuous. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 [3]. Let  T : H -* H be a mapping from a Hilbert space H into itself. Then, 
the following statements  are equivalent: 
(i) For each x, y E H and for a constant a > O, we have 
[[x - y][2 > a2HT(x) _ T(y)[[2 + [[a(T(x) - T(y) )  - (x - y)[[2. 
(ii) For each x, y E H,  we have 
(T(x)  - T (y ) ,x  - y) > aHT(x ) - T(y)]l 2, 
where a > 0 is a constant. 
2. ALGORITHMS AND THE NVI  PROBLEM (1.1) 
Before we discuss the approximation-solvability of the NVI problem (1.1), we introduce a new 
iterative a lgor i thm--a variational inequality version--which contains a number of algorithms 
represented by variational inequalities as well as projection equations, as special cases. 
ALGORITHM 2.1. For an arbitrari ly chosen initial point x ° E K ,  we consider an iterative algo- 
r i thm generated as follows (for k >_ 0): 
(pT  (yO) + x ~ _ yO,x _ x l )  e O, for all x E K,  and for p > O, 
where 
(pT (yk) jr_xk+l _ yk X_  xk+l} ~ 0, for all x E K,  
(/3T (x k) + yk - x x - > 0, for all x e K 
Algorithm 2.1 is equivalent o the projection formulas 
x ~+1 = PK [yk _ pT (yk)] ,  
and 
yk = PK [x k - /3T  (xk)] . 
For/3 = 0, Algorithm 2.1 reduces to a Hilbert space version of the iterative algorithm [2] applied 
to the convergence of symmetric asymmetric projection methods in an Euclidean space setting. 
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ALGORITHM 2.2. For an arbitrarily chosen element x° E K,  compute the sequence {x k } by 
(pT (x k) -~- x k+l - xk ,x  -- x k+l) > 0, for all x C K,  
which is equivalent o a projection formula 
xk+l= p~ [x - pT ( xk ) ] , 
where PK is the projection of H onto K.  
Next, we recall some auxiliary results crucial to the approximation-solvabil ity of the NVI 
problem (1.1). 
LEMMA 2.1. For all elements v, w E H, we have 
+ (v,w) _> -¼l lwJ? .  Ilvll ~ 
LEMMA 2.2. Let v, w E H. Then, we have 
1 
(v, w) = ~ [llv + wll ~ - Ilvl[ 2 - Ilwll2] • 
We are just about ready to present, based on Algorithm 2.1, the approximation-solvabil ity of 
the NVI problem (1.1) involving a-cocoercive mappings in a finite Hilbert space setting. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let H be a real Hilbert space and T : K --* H an a-cocoercive mapping from a 
nonempty closed convex subset K of H into H. Let x* E K be a solution of the NVI  problem (1.1) 
and the sequence {x k } be generated by Algorithm 2.1. Then, we have the following. 
(a) The estimates 
(i) Ilx k+l - x*[[ 2 _< Hy k - x*ll = - [1 - (pl2~)] l ly ~ - xk+~l?, 
(iX) [[yk _ x*]12 _< fix k _ x*[]2, and 
(iii) [[x k+x - x*l[ 2 _< [Ix k - x*[[ 2 - [1 - (p/2a)][[x k+l - xk[[ 2. 
(b) The sequence {x k } converges to x* for p < 2a. 
PROOF. Before we can show that the sequences {x k } generated by Algorithm 2.1 converge to x*, 
a solution of the NVI problem (1.1), we need to compute the estimates. Since x k satisfies 
Algorithm 2.1, we have 
(pT (yk) + xk+l _ yk,x  _ xk+,) > 0, for all x • K, (2.1) 
and 
(/3T (x k) + yk _ z k, x - yk) > O. (2.2) 
On the top of that, x* is a solution of the NVI problem (1.1); that  is, we can have, respectively, 
for constants p > 0 and/3 > 0 that  
(pT(x* ) ,x -x*}>O,  for all x • K, (2.3) 
and 
(/3T(z*), x - x*) > 0, for all x • K.  (2.4) 
First, we consider (2.1) and (2.3) to prove (a)(i). Replacing x by x* in (2.1) and x by x k+l 
in (2.3), and adding, we obtain 
0 ~ (p (T  (yk)  _ T (x* ) ) ,x*  - x k+l} ~- (x  k+l - yk ,x*  -- z k+l )  
= -p(T  (yk) _ T (x . ) ,yk  _ x*) - p (T  (yk) _ T (x . ) ,xk+l  _ yk} 
+ (z  k+l _ yk,x* _ zk+ 1) 
<_ -p~l IT  (y~) - T (x*) I?  - p (T  (yk) - T(x* ) ,  x ~+~ - y~) (2.5) 
~- (X k+l -- yk ,x*  -- X k+l} 
"b (X k+l -- yk ,x*  -- xk+l ) .  
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Setting v = T(p k) - T(x*) and w = (1/c~)[x k+l - yk] in Lemma 2.1, we obtain 
{ 1 } 1 Hxk+]--yki]2 (2.6) - [IT (v ~) - T(x*)l l  2 + ~ <T (y~) - T (x ' ) ,~  ~+~ - y~> _< ~ 
Applying (2.6) to (2.5), we get 
0___~ p Ilzk+l - ykll2 + <xk+l- yk,z * - X k+l )  . (2 .7 )  
Taking v = x k+l - yk and w = x* - x k+l in Lemma 2.2, and applying to (2.7), we have 
1 i l xk+l  . P i lxk+l_yk l l  2 + [llx, yk 0 <_ ~ ~ - II 2 -  -~112-  I I x* -x  ~÷'112] 
It follows that 
Hx~+I x.H~<_ II~_x.H ~ [; ~] ,x~+~ ~,~ 
PROOF (a)(ii). Consider (2.2) and (2.4). Replacing x with x* in (2.2) and x with yk in (2.4), 
and adding, we obtain 
0 <_ (fl ( r  (x ~) - T(x*)) + yk - xk,x* -- y~) 
= --~ <r (x ~) - r (x*) ,x ~ - ~*) - Z <T (x ~) - T (x* ) ,d  - ~)  + <y~ - ~,x*  - y~) 
_< -Z~ II T (x k) - T(x*)ll = - Z <T (x k) - T(x* ) ,y  ~ - x~> + & - xLx*  - y~> 
< Z Ily~ _ ~ l i  2 ÷ <y~ _ x~*  _ y~> 
- -  4oz 
1 
ti~ ~-~t1~+ [ttx, ~lt ~- li~ ~ x~li ~- ftx,-~ii :] 
Thus, we have 
x, ll 
PROOF (a)(iii). Since 
]IX k+l -- yk]12 = HX k+l - -X k 
we have, using estimates (i) 
ilx~+ 1 _ x ,  iI ~ < li x~ _ x ,  iI 2 
- I l x  ~ - x*ll 2 
= In xk - x*ll 2 
-[~-~] 
< ilx ~ - ~*112 
that  is, 
for fl < 2c~. 
÷ x k - y~ll 2 = II x~+l - x~ll~ ÷ 2 <x ~+1 - xk ,x  ~ - y~> ÷ llx ~ - y~ll 2 , 
and (ii), that 
- [1- ~-~] { IIx k+l- xkii2 + 2 {x k+l- zk,x k-  yk} + lixk_ yki]2 } 
[1 ~]llx~+l xkll 2 
{2 <x~+* - xk,xk - y~> ÷ IIx~ - Ykll 2 } 
IIxk+l x'll 2 < Itxk x'll 2 [1 ~]  l lx~+l xkll 2 ~28~ 
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Since p < 2a, it follows from (2.8) that 
either lim Hx k-x*[ ]=O,  or Iim [[x k -xk+l  H =0.  
k---* ~ k---* ~ 
Assume that the first alternative holds. Then, the sequence {x k } converges to x* and 
lim [IXk--Xk+l][ =0,  as well. 
k---*oo 
Next, assume that the second alternative holds; that is, 
lim II xk - x k* l l l  = 0 
k--*oo 
Let ~ be a cluster point of the sequence {xk}. Then, there exists a subsequence {x k~} such 
that {x k~} converges to ~ since the left-hand term of (2.8) is bounded. Finally, the continuity of 
the projection mapping in Algorithm 2.1, in light of the 1/a-Lipschitz continuity of T, implies 
that ~ is a fixed point of the projection and, as a result, ~ is a solution of the NVI problem (1.1). 
This completes the proof. | 
For fi = 0 in Theorem 2.1, we arrive at the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let T : K ~ H be an a-cocoercive mapping and x* a solution of the NVI 
problem (1.1). Suppose that a sequence {x k } is generated by Algorithm 2.2. Then, we have the 
estimate 
llx'- *ll'- llx'+'- 'tl 0, 
and {x k } converges to x* for p < 2a. 
3. SYMMETRIC  PROJECT ION METHODS 
In this section, we consider the convergence of a symmetric projection method--similar to that 
of Marcotte and Wu [2]. Let T : K --+ R n be a mapping from a closed convex subset K of R n 
into R n. We consider a variational inequality problem: find an element u E K such that 
[T(u)lt(x - u) > 0, for all x E K, (3.1) 
where [T(u)] t denotes the transpose of the vector T(u). Based on Algorithm 2.1, we have the 
following algorithm. 
ALGORITHM 3.1. For an arbitrarily chosen initial point x ° E K, a sequence {x k} is generated 
by an iterative scheme 
[pT(yk) + Do(xk+l--yk)]t (x--xk+l) >_O, fo ra l l xEK ,  (3.2) 
and 
[~T(xk)+D~(yk- -zk ) ] t (x - -yk )>o,  fo ra l l xEK ,  (3.3) 
where D o and D~ are fixed positive-definite matrices. 
In what follows, D o and DZ shall denote symmetric matrices in (3.2) and (3.3), respectively, 
for the convergence of the projection method. The symbol A min(S) shall denote the minimum 
eigenvalue of a symmetric matrix S. 
Since D o and DZ are symmetric, it implies that (3.2) and (3.3), respectively, are equivalent to 
xk+l= pD ° [yk__ D-~I (pT (yk) )], (3.4) 
and 
Y}= PD~ [x k -  D-~ 1 (fiT (xk))] , (3.5) 
where PD,, is the projection on the set K with respect o the norm [I" lID, induced by the 
positive-definite symmetric matrix Dp. 
When D~ = Dp and ;3 = 0 in (3.5), Algorithm 3.1 reduces to the following. 
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ALGORITHM 3.2. _For an arbitrarily chosen initial point x °, compute a sequence {x k } by an 
iterative scheme 
[pT(xk)+Dp(x~'+l - -xk) ] t (X- -xk+l )  >0, fo ra l l xEK .  
THEOREM 3.1. Let T be a-cocoercive with the modulus a, Dp = D~ = D, where D is a sym- 
metric positive-definite matrix. Suppose that sequences {x k } and {yk} are generated by (3.2) 
and (3.3) for constants p > 0 and ~ > O, respectively, and x* is a solution of variational inequM- 
ity (3.1). Then, we have the following conclusions: 
(i) II.~ k÷~ - x*llg -< ItY k - x*ll~ - [1 - (p/(2aAmin(D)))]llx k+l - Y~II~, 
(ii) Hy k -:r*ll~) <_ IIx 1' - x*ll~; 
(iii) Ilx k+' - ~*11~ -< fix k - ~*11~ - [1 - (p/(2~Amin(D)))] l lx k+~ - xkll~; 
(iv) the sequence {x ~} generated by (3.2) converges to x*, a solution of the variational in- 
equality (3.1) for p < 2aA rain(D), where p > 0 is a constant. 
THEOREM 3.2 [2]. Let T be a-cocoercive with modulus ct and Dp = D, a positive-definite and 
symmetric matrix. Let x* be a solution of (3.1) and a sequence {x k} be generated by 
[pT(xk)+D(xk+l - -xk ) ] t ( z - - zk+l )>_O,  fo ra l l xcK .  
Then, {z k } converges to x*, a solution of the variational inequality (3.1). 
Finally, we consider the convergence of asymmetric projection methods based on the following 
iterative algorithm--an extension of that considered in [2]. They have not only proved the 
convergence of asymmetric projection methods, but have also shown among other things by an 
example that the symmetric projection method does not converge in that situation, while the 
asymmetric projection method does. 
4. ASYMMETRIC  PROJECT ION METHODS 
In this section, we consider the anne mapping T(x) = Ax + b and the corresponding atfine vari- 
ational inequality, where A is a positive-senfidefinite matrix and b is a constant vector. Suppose 
that D o = D - pG (where Dp may depend on the scalar parameter p), where D is a symmet- 
ric positive-definite matrix, G = (A t - A)/2, and p > 0 is a constant. We consider the affine 
variational inequality as follows: find a vector u E K such that 
[T(u)]t(x - u), for all x E If. (4.1) 
ALGORITHM 4.1. For an arbitrarily chosen initial point x °, 
by 
[pT (yk) + (D - pG) (x k*l - yk)] t (x - x k*l) 
and 
[[3T (x k) + (D - ~G) (yk _ xk)] t (x - y~') >_ O, 
For 9 = 0 and yk = x k, we arrive at [2] the following algorithm. 
ALGORITHM 4.2. For an arbitrary vector x ° E K, compute a sequence {x k} by 
[pT (x k) + (D-  pG) (x k+l -  xk)l t (x -  x k+l) >_ O. 
compute a sequence {x k } generated 
>_ 0, for all x C K, (4.2) 
for all x c K. (4.3) 
(4.4) 
THEOREM 4. i. Let A be a positive semidefinite matrix and {x k} be generated by Algorithm 4.1. 
Suppose that x* is a solution of (4.1). Then, the sequence {x k } converges to x* for 
0 < p < 2/~ rain (D) 
I [AN2'  
where l/flAIl2 is the modulus of the anne and symmetric matrix T(x) + Gx, whid~ in fact is 
cocoercive. 
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